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PISQ organises ‘Open House’ event
P

akistan International School
included: Boys Wing, Girls Wing,
(PISQ) organised “Open
Junior Wing and KG Wing, ETL
House” event at its premises
(Education, Technology & Laboraon February 3. On the day, a good
tory), FBA (Federal Board Affairs) &
number from all the segments of
Science Laboratories.
the society marked their
They particularly appreciated
attendance.
the endeavours of the management
It was relatively an informal
and faculty in imparting quality
occasion designed to allow people
education along with a host of coto drop in and obtain first-hand
curricular activities for the
information about the institution
character building of the students.
at their convenience.
The remarks of all the guests were
The core objective behind this
encouraging which will surely boost
was to attract prospective students
up the spirit of the institution.
and their parents not only to familNargis Raza Otho, Principal
iarise with the current facilities
PISQ, expressed her deep gratitude
available to the students but also to
to all the guests for sparing their
open the channel of communica- valuable time and giving a positive
tion between school staff and them. response and constructive feedback.
Overall, it was a good occasion for “The success of PISQ is not possible
the guests to enter the school with
without the inception of all the
a vision to receive information from
stake holders”, she urged. She also
various desks set up for their
felt pleased with the strenuous
convenience.
efforts of the entire school staff for
These resource desks mainly
making the day a big success.

DPS-MIS students
organise ‘Flagathon’

S

tudents of DPS-MIS celebrated the Republic Day of India in all its solemnity and
grandeur by organising ‘Flagathon’ activity and special assemblies respectively.
The students zealously prepared flags by hand
printing which instilled love and respect for the
nation in their inquisitive minds. A special assembly was also conducted where they paid tribute
to the soldiers of the Indian Army, Navy and Air
Force by wearing tri-coloured clothes, singing
patriotic songs and dancing with poise and grace.
Principal, Asna Nafees, graced the occasion.

